SAMPLE GOALS FOR LEARNING ENGLISH

Using a sentence frame provides support to learners with less English, while reinforcing correct grammar for learners with more English.

SENTENCE FRAME

I want to _______________________________, so I will _______________________________.

EXAMPLES

1. I want to feel comfortable shopping for groceries alone, so I will label food in my kitchen with the English word.
2. I want to talk with my child's teacher, so I will learn simple phrases for a conversation about school.
3. I want to speak more English at work, so I will try to speak with one co-worker every day.
4. I want to shop by myself, so I will practice verbs for shopping.
5. I want to get a better job, so I will use YouTube to learn employment vocabulary.
6. I want to become a citizen, so I will learn the citizenship test vocabulary.
7. I want to make new friends in the neighborhood, so I will learn simple conversation questions and answers.